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1. Introduction      
 
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are evolving as a future generation wireless mobile 
networks and bring the dream of connected world into reality. According to 802.11s 
standard Nodes in a mesh network can be divided into four classes, Client or Station (STA), 
Mesh Point (MP), Mesh Access Point (MAP) and Mesh Portal Point (MPP). Client is a node 
that requests services but does not contribute in path discovery, Mesh Point (MP) is a node 
that participates in the mesh operations, Mesh Access Point (MAP) is a MP attached to an 
access point (AP) to provide services for clients (STA), and Mesh Portal Point (MPP) is a MP 
with additional functionality to act as a gateway between the mesh and an external network 
(Hidenori  et al., 2006). Fig 1 shows WMN architecture according to 802.11s standard. 
 
 Fig. 1. WMN Architecture 
 
Further, WMN is dynamically self-organized and self configured, with the nodes in the 
network automatically establishing and maintaining mesh connectivity among them. Major 
23
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principles of self-organization can be classified in to four categories specifically local state 
evaluation, interaction between individuals, negative feedback loop and positive feedback 
loop. This concept is common to both biological systems and communication systems and 
the figures 2 and 3 compare the concept of feedback loops for biological system and the 
feedback loop for WMN system respectively. Positive feedback loop amplifies an effect 
whereas negative feedback loop controls the system behaviour. Any dependencies and 
global control are prevented by acting upon local information. Moreover, direct and indirect 
information exchange is used to update local state and interact with the system 
environment. The self organizing nature of WMN brings many rewards such as low up-
front cost, easy network maintenance, robustness, and reliable service coverage and delivers 
wireless services for extended applications namely real time intelligent transportation 
systems, spontaneous networks, rural networks, community and neighbourhood networks, 
broadband home networks, building automation, security surveillance systems, 
metropolitan area networks and health and medical systems. 
 
 Fig. 2. Feedback loops in biological system 
 
 Fig. 3. Feedback loops in WMN system 
 
Although there are some similarities between Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks and Wireless Mesh 
Networks there are also number of important differences. In contrast with Mobile Ad-Hoc 
Networks, static nodes, essentially Mesh Access Points in Mesh networks communicate with 
each other over wireless links.  
 
 
 
1.1 Application scenarios of Wireless Mesh Networks   
Real time intelligent transportation system 
Mesh networking technology can be extensively used to provide useful passenger 
information services in buses, ferries, and trains and can support remote monitoring of in-
vehicle security and driver communications. Fig. 4. shows real time intelligent 
transportation system. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Real time intelligent transportation system 
 
Spontaneous (emergency/disaster) network 
WMNs facilitate group of people to establish group networks during an emergency 
situation, where the people involved have no knowledge about the environment. This 
service is offered by simply placing wireless mesh access points in desired locations. Fig. 5. 
illustrates emergency network. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Emergency network 
 
Rural network  
Since the communication between nodes does not depend on the wired backbone, WMN is 
a cost effective option in under developed regions and covers vast area than the community 
networks. 
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Rural network  
Since the communication between nodes does not depend on the wired backbone, WMN is 
a cost effective option in under developed regions and covers vast area than the community 
networks. 
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Community and neighborhood network 
WMNs resolve problem of resource utilization in community networks and covers large 
areas between houses while reducing the network access cost and provide multiple paths to 
access Internet and offer flexible connectivity with neighbours. 
Broadband home network 
In home networking, WMN offers location independent services and provides flexible and 
robust connectivity of the network. 
Building automation 
In large buildings controlling and monitoring of various electrical devices are very common. 
Currently, these tasks are executed through expensive wired networks, by deploying WMN 
controlling and monitoring can be performed at lower cost. 
Security surveillance system 
Security is becoming vital in critical environments and security surveillance systems become 
a necessity for enterprise buildings, shopping malls, grocery stores, etc. In order to setup 
such systems at locations as required, WMNs are a much more feasible solution than wired 
networks to connect all devices.  
Health and medical system 
Critical and bulk data processing and transmission are the key issues in medical centres and 
hospitals. While traditional wired networks provide only certain services wireless mesh 
technology offers efficient transmission of high resolution medical images and large volume 
of monitoring information. 
 
2. Wireless Mesh Network security 
 
Despite of hot move in WMN research, substantial investigation is needed to address the 
most challenging factors such as security, inter operability, Quality of service, connectivity, 
scalability and compatibility. Even though security is the major factor that affects the 
deployment of WMN it is often a secondary reflection in development, thus considerable 
research is still needed to address the security aspect. Recently, there has been a rapid boost 
in researching security of Wireless Mesh Networks, but still they lack efficient and scalable 
security solutions due to their dynamic and distributed nature of the system. The security 
factor can be explored with various key challenges includes secure routing, authentication, 
access control and authorization, key management and intrusion detection. Further, none of 
the existing key management based techniques are suitable for wireless mesh networks as 
they are inefficient on an arbitrary or unknown network topology, or not tolerant to a 
changing network topology or link failures. 
In my research I focus on secure routing in WMN as the other aspects have been talked 
about in the literature and there has been urgent necessity of further exploration of secure 
routing in WMN. 
 
3. Emerging concept, from nature to communication engineering 
 
A great increase in studying biologically inspired systems, specifically the rising curiosity in 
Human Immune System (HIS) stimulates the applicability of HIS concepts in WMN 
security. Some of the attractive features analogous to the features of WMN include 
adaptability, distributability, diversity, autonomy and dynamic coverage. Moreover, secure 
 
routing functions can be mocked-up by analysing the reaction process of Human Immune 
System (HIS) against a foreign material. 
 
4. Immune system 
 
4.1 Human Immune System 
Human Immune System is an extremely complex collection of cells and organs that work 
together to defend the body against foreign attacks. It has the capability of recognizing 
different enemies. Once the immune cells receive the distress they go through changes and 
start producing chemicals which regulates the growth and the behavior of the cells (NIH 
2003). A healthy immune system is capable of distinguishing between self cells and non-self 
cells.  The fig. 6. shows the structure of the HIS. 
 
 Fig. 6. Structure of HIS (Source Mediline) 
 
4.2 How does Immune System respond to Antigen?  
Human Immune System plays major role in protecting human body against pathogens and 
microbes. The large collection of cells in HIS operates autonomously and creates series of 
events leading to the destruction of pathogens. Immune cells can be broadly categorized in 
to two groups namely detectors and effectors (Mahira et al., 2007), detectors identify 
pathogens, and effectors neutralize them. Moreover, two kinds of immune responses are 
induced by the Immune system. They are innate response and adaptive response. During 
innate immune response process pathogens in the body are detected by phagocyte and 
antibodies are produced by the adaptive immune response to recognize specific pathogens. 
The lymphocytes that match antigen propagate by cloning and subsequently differentiate 
into B-cells, which generate antibodies, and T-cells, which destroy infected cells and activate 
other cells in the immune system (Mahira et al., 2007).  
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4.3 Artificial Immune System Models 
There are four Artificial Immune System models discussed in the literature. They are 
negative selection model, clonal selection model, immune network model and danger 
model. 
 
4.3.1  Negative Selection Model  
This was introduced by Forrest in 1994 as a conceptual model of biological negative 
selection. Change detection is the basis of this algorithm and the generated detectors are 
intended to detect self strings which have changed from an ascertain norm.  
In this process, firstly, set of self strings and a set of random strings are created. Secondly 
matching function is defined for random strings which do not strongly match as self string. 
This process iterates until detector strings are obtained. 
 
4.3.2  Clonal Selection model  
The basis for the clonal selection algorithm is the natural B-cell mechanism (Mahira et al., 
2007). When the receptors of immature B-cells in the blood match to an antigen they 
propagate rapidly and modify to facilitate better matching. The B-cells with better matching 
proliferate continuously until the best matching B-cells are produced (Mahira et al., 2007) . 
Leandro N. de Castro and Fernando J. Von Zuben proposed natural clonal selection based 
algorithm, called CLONALG .This is a representation of computational implementation of 
clonal selection and affinity maturation principles accountable for behaviour of B-cells 
during adaptive immune responses .Fig.7. shows the clonal selection process. 
 
 
 Fig. 7. Clonal Selection Process [Source (Mahira et al., 2007)] 
 
4.3.3  Immune Network Model  
The immune network theory suggests that the immune system has a dynamic behaviour 
even in the absence of external stimuli. Further the immune cells and molecules are capable 
of recognizing each other, which provides the system with an eigen behaviour that is 
independent of alien stimulation. The recognition of antigen by an antibody (cell receptor) 
 
leads to network activation, whereas the recognition of an idiotope by another antibody 
leads to network suppression. According to the immune network theory, the receptor 
molecules contained in the surface of the immune cells present idiotopes, and these 
idiotopes are displayed in and/or around the same portions of the receptors that recognize 
non-self antigens.  
 
4.3.4  The Danger Theory 
Classical immunology depends on the concept of “self” and “non-self” cells distinction. An 
immune response is triggered when the body encounters something “non-self”, Matzinger 
pointed out that there is a bias in differentiating self and non-self cells because the HIS does 
not respond to useful bacteria in the food or air (Matzinger, 2002) . On the other hand, the 
central theme of Danger theory is that the immune system responds to danger but not to 
“non-self”. The motive for this is that there is no need to attack everything that is foreign. 
This concept is very practical in WMN environment. The danger can be measured in terms 
of distress signal sent out by unexpectedly dying nodes/devices in the network. Fig.8 shows 
how an immune response can be pictured according to the danger theory. A cell that is in 
distress sends out danger signals and form danger zone around itself, then antigens in the 
neighborhood are captured by Antigen-presenting cells and they travel to the local lymph 
node and present the antigens to the lymphocytes. B-cells, which are within the danger 
zone, get stimulated to produce antibodies that match the antigens and to traverse the clonal 
expansion process. Those which do not match or are too far away do not get stimulated.  
 
 Fig. 8.Model of the Danger Theory [source (Mahira et al., 2008)] 
 
Further, self and non-self classification against danger and non-danger distinction is 
illustrated in fig.9. 
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 Fig. 9. Self and non-self classification against danger and non-danger distinction 
 
5. Mapping of HIS elements on to WMN elements 
As the first step in implementing HIS inspired secure routing, mapping of Human Immune 
System Elements onto Wireless Mesh Network has been carried out. The table 1 shows the 
mapping of HIS elements on to WMN devices. 
 
HIS WMN 
Body The entire WMN system 
Self-Cells Well behaved network resource nodes 
Non-Self Cells Corrupted or well-behaving but unauthorized nodes inside the network 
or any external input either friendly or malicious. Inactive or non 
participating nodes 
Antigen Possible cause of interruption or anomalies or danger to the network 
Antibody Recovery or protection actions for the node in danger possibly caused by 
antigen 
Cytokines  Error messages or danger signals or events communicated between 
nodes 
Table 1. Mapping of HIS elements on to WMN devices 
 
6. Clustering methods 
The main goal of clustering is to analyse and reduce the amount of data to work with by 
grouping related data elements together. Different clustering techniques are used in various 
application scenarios, for example clustering mechanisms used in web data grouping, 
spatial data clustering, in Biology and in marketing research. Taxonomy of clustering 
approaches is given in (Jain et al., 1999). The author has given an extremely detailed 
description of clustering mechanisms in his paper (Pavel). Partitional clustering and 
hierarchical clustering are the basic types of clustering mechanisms considered in (Ugur), 
(Samuel & Nick Theodosopoulos, 2006). Hierarchical algorithms can be performed as 
 
bottom up approach or top down approach. In this approach clusters are formed at the 
beginning of the process and then new clusters are produced based on the relationship of 
the data elements within the data set. On the other hand partitional algorithms form the 
clusters only once during the process. Then each element of the dataset is analysed and 
placed within the corresponding cluster. 
 
7. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 
 
Self organizing map (SOM) is a computationally efficient neural network which is 
introduced by der Malsburg in 1973 and subsequently by Kohonen in 1982. SOM is also 
called as Self organizing feature maps (SOFM), topographic map and Kohonen feature 
maps. In the simplest form, SOM is a set of cells organised in different layers and each cell 
represents a piece of data which is usually a vector. Further, SOM admits N-dimensional 
input vectors and maps them to the Kohonen layer, in which neurons are usually arranged 
in a 1, 2 or 3 dimensional grid representing the feature space. Such a grid characterizes the 
topological properties of neurons rather than exact geometric locations. Fig.10  shows the 
basic structure of SOM and this architecture maps high dimensional data on to a two 
dimensional rectangular grid of output layer and the input layer is fully connected with the 
output layer and the output neurons have lateral connections to their neighbours. 
 
 Fig. 10. The basic structure of SOM 
 
In comparison with other commonly used clustering techniques, SOM has been broadly 
applied in data analysis and tremendous clustering and classification performance have 
been reported (Hashemi et al., 2005). Moreover, SOM provides comprehensible graphical 
illustration of the input data patterns, which has been applied to identify new vulnerability 
patterns while new threats or attacks amplify. The Growing Self-Organizing Map (GSOM) is 
a division of SOM with the growing map size. The motivation behind the GSOM is that the 
exact topology and the size of the map often have a large impact on the training process of 
the SOM and the map is determined by the statistical regularity not by the programmer.  A 
detailed description of GSOM is given in (Hashemi et al., 2005). 
 
8. Classification of Dangers using SOM 
Mathematical Modelling 
It is assumed that there is Q number of input patterns and the input vectors are of 
dimension N. Therefore the output for neuron j, from input pattern i, is denoted by jiy   
and depicted in Fig.11: Then the winning output neuron j, is determined by selecting the 
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output neuron with the best weight vector that matches the input vector.  This is achieved 
by calculating the distance between ix   and jw . Where ix  and jw  are derived from the 
equations  (1) and (2) and the distance jid   is manipulated using the equation (3). 
                                                                                                                                                     (1) 
                                                                                                                                 (2) 
                                                         
   21,,:   kjkiwxji wxd ji
                                      (3)
 
 
Moreover, Totalx  and jiy  are calculated using the formula (4) and (5) respectively.  
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 Fig. 11. The output for neuron j, from input pattern i 
 
In addition, adjust weights of the winner neuron towards the input is given by the equation 
(6). 
 
                                                           (6) 
                     
  
Where,  is the decrease learning rate which is in a linear fashion or exponential decay; 
reduce the neighbourhood to update the weights of the neighbours, 
 
                                                          (7) 
 
)(, tneighwinner  is defined as follows,  
                                                             (8)  
Then the size of neighbourhood decreases over time to stabilize mapping, where 
represents width of neighbourhood function which is an exponential decay. 
Based on these theoretical analyses, experiment was carried out and reported in section 9. 
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output neuron with the best weight vector that matches the input vector.  This is achieved 
by calculating the distance between ix   and jw . Where ix  and jw  are derived from the 
equations  (1) and (2) and the distance jid   is manipulated using the equation (3). 
                                                                                                                                                     (1) 
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Moreover, Totalx  and jiy  are calculated using the formula (4) and (5) respectively.  
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 Fig. 11. The output for neuron j, from input pattern i 
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information and node failures; (2) Network traffic conditions, e.g., number of transmitted 
packets, bit error rate (BER) and packet delivery ratio (PDR). (3) Resource conditions, e.g., 
remaining bandwidth or memory, Link capacities.  
 
9.1 Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) 
The Distributed Traffic Generator (D-ITG) is used to generate artificial traffic data in order 
to train and test SOM network. The TCP traffic with Poisson distribution is adopted where 
packet size is 512 bytes, and average 1000 packets/sec. Beside, UDP traffic is also considered 
in the dataset. The bounds to identifying different level of traffic load are setup and the table 
2 shows the details. These traffic conditions relates to the classification of danger levels. 
 
Testbed Elements  Descriptions Details 
 
 
 
D-ITG 
{UDP, TCP} Poisson Distributions for TCP 
{Packet Size} byte {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1500} 
 
 
{Traffic Load} 
Low  ( ) 
Medium ( ) 
High ( ) 
Table 2. Parameter Elements  
 
Compared to the higher dimensionality of input data, the output of SOMs is a lower 
dimension space. When the network is fully trained, it is ready to get the data clustered on 
the map demonstrated in the Figure 14. After some tests by using the testing data, the 4 
classified zones defined in the figure are found. In the simulation, a 2-dimensional space 
split into 4 classified zones, such as High danger, Medium danger, Low danger and 
Unacceptable zone, are the output of SOMs output neurons.  
Figure 12 shows the process of training SOMs and testing SOMs with the testing data, which 
is part of the training dataset generated by the Distributed Traffic Generator - D-ITG and 
input dataset which is generated by Monte Carlo Simulation where random number 
generator produce all the dataset. Table3 shows the parameter setting of the SOMs for 
identifying danger levels. The following Figure 14 shows the simulation result. Input data is 
classified via SOM and visualized results are represented.  
 
Number of Input Layer 3 
Row of Output Layer 20 
Column of Output Layer 20 
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Learning efficiency 0.9 
Iteration Number 2000 
Error_limit 5E-12 
Table 3. Parameters of SOM for danger levels 
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 Fig. 12. Simulation Structure 
 
 Fig. 13. Structure of SOM in the simulation 
 
9.2 Simulation Results 
According to the classified danger information from SOM, the methods and algorithms 
defined in this chapter will be invoked for secure routing protocol in the research. The 
simulation results of the algorithm are shown in Figure 14, as shown, the input data vectors 
involving three types of inputs are classified into 4 zones: (1) High Danger Level, (2) 
Medium Danger Level, (3) Low Danger Level (4) Unaccepted Danger Level. The darkest 
color shows zone (4). The lightest color represents zone (1) The other two zones (2) and (3) 
are depicted by the blue color. The lighter blue color zone represents zone (2). These zones 
stand for the danger levels. 
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information and node failures; (2) Network traffic conditions, e.g., number of transmitted 
packets, bit error rate (BER) and packet delivery ratio (PDR). (3) Resource conditions, e.g., 
remaining bandwidth or memory, Link capacities.  
 
9.1 Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) 
The Distributed Traffic Generator (D-ITG) is used to generate artificial traffic data in order 
to train and test SOM network. The TCP traffic with Poisson distribution is adopted where 
packet size is 512 bytes, and average 1000 packets/sec. Beside, UDP traffic is also considered 
in the dataset. The bounds to identifying different level of traffic load are setup and the table 
2 shows the details. These traffic conditions relates to the classification of danger levels. 
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the map demonstrated in the Figure 14. After some tests by using the testing data, the 4 
classified zones defined in the figure are found. In the simulation, a 2-dimensional space 
split into 4 classified zones, such as High danger, Medium danger, Low danger and 
Unacceptable zone, are the output of SOMs output neurons.  
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is part of the training dataset generated by the Distributed Traffic Generator - D-ITG and 
input dataset which is generated by Monte Carlo Simulation where random number 
generator produce all the dataset. Table3 shows the parameter setting of the SOMs for 
identifying danger levels. The following Figure 14 shows the simulation result. Input data is 
classified via SOM and visualized results are represented.  
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 Fig. 14. Simulation Result 
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